The first all British electronic desk computer
ANITA now an established member of
the SUMLOCK COMPTOMETER range

The basic functions of arithmetic + x ÷ and
capable of change—the methods of these
are, and can be improved.

Anita, in providing for such improvements
in the new age in calculating methods by its
new electronic computer techniques for use
for the office, was first used in the United
Kingdom in March 1962. Since that time, thousands
of Companies have proved the reliability
of this system to their advantage in the daily hand
of invoice calculations, cost, design and
etc. Anita, the world's first desk computer,
puts the power of electronic science to provide Speed and
Silence to a greater degree than ever before. It
in your office means instant and accurate
complete Silence.
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**THAN YOU THINK!**

Office Desk size 15" x 18" x 9½"
Easily Portable – Weighs only 27 lbs

£335 - 10% = £301-10-net.
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